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WHAT HAPPENS AT A HEARING 

At the start of the hearing, the Chairperson will introduce the commissioners and council staff 
and will briefly outline the procedure.  The Chairperson may then call upon the parties 
present to introduce themselves to the panel.  The Chairperson is addressed as Mr Chairman 
or Madam Chair. 
 
Any party intending to give written or spoken evidence in Māori or speak in sign language 
should advise the hearings advisor at least five working days before the hearing so that a 
qualified interpreter can be provided.   
 
Catering is not provided at the hearing.  Please note that the hearing may be audio recorded. 
 
The Hearing Procedure 
 
The usual hearing procedure is: 

• The applicant will be called upon to present his/her case.  The applicant may be 
represented by legal counsel or consultants and may call witnesses in support of the 
application.  After the applicant has presented his/her case, members of the hearing 
panel may ask questions to clarify the information presented. 

• Should you wish to present written information (evidence) in support of your application 
please ensure you provide the number of copies indicated in the notification letter. 

• Only members of the hearing panel can ask questions about submissions or evidence.  
No cross-examination is permitted at the hearing. 

• After the applicant has presented their case, the chairperson may call upon council 
officers to comment on any matters of fact or clarification. 

• The applicant or his/her representative has the right to summarise the application and 
reply to matters raised.  Members of the hearing panel may ask further questions at this 
stage. 

• The Chairperson then generally closes the hearing and the applicant and their 
representatives leave the room.  The hearing panel will then deliberate “in committee” and 
make its decision by way of formal resolution.  

• Decisions are usually available within 15 working days of the hearing. 
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Report on an objection to additional charges 
for processing a resource consent 
application under the Resource Management 
Act 1991 

1. Summary
Objection references: CST 60337797 (Pine Harbour) 

CST 60337798 (Bayswater) 

CST 60337799 (Hobsonville) 

Objectors and Date 
objections received: 

Bayswater Marina Limited - 22 September 2109  

Hobsonville Marina Limited - 1 October 2019  

Pine Harbour Marina Limited - 22 November - 2019 

Proposed activity: Objections to the additional processing costs for 
three non-notified applications to seek exclusive 
occupation of the common marine and coastal area 
(CMCA) over parts of three marinas at Bayswater, 
Hobsonville and Pine Harbour. 

The council has received three objections from David Hollingsworth (Empire Capital Limited) 
on behalf of the above company applicants under section 357B of the Resource 
Management Act 1991 (‘the Act’) to additional charges sought in relation to the processing of 
the three coastal consents. Although separate applications, decisions and objections, this 
report covers the objections together as the issues raised are generic to all and discussions 
and correspondence to date has been on a combined basis.   

This report provides relevant background and processing information as well as comment on 
the grounds of the objections. The processing fees combined are $52,509.74 of which 
$12,000.00 was paid as three $4,000 fixed deposits at the time of lodgement. The overall 
balance of $40,509.74 was invoiced and remains outstanding. Correspondence and 
discussion by phone and various emails has sought to settle the concerns raised. A hearing 
was requested if settlement was not possible. This now provides the objector the opportunity 
to state why they consider the outstanding costs to be unreasonable. This report primarily 
presents the correspondence and information required for the hearing commissioners to 
make an informed decision on the objection. The recommendation of this report is to uphold 
the objection in part. 

2. Objection
The three separate notices of objection are provided as Attachment A. These were received 
within the required 15 working day period from the date of invoice. No specific amount of 
reduction is sought. However, the objections seek significant reduction to a range of 
processing costs associated with the three reporting planners’ case management and 
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reporting times and the specialist review. In summary, across the three objections I consider 
these to raise the following concerns; 

(i) The approach by council to have the three applications processed by three 
separate planners and hence the trebling of charges associated with 
combined meetings of the planners with the coastal specialist. 

(ii) hourly rates for the reporting planners are too high and/or not commensurate 
to the officer’s inexperience and knowledge of coastal matters. 

(iii) No justification for an engineer or Parks officer review.   

(iv) Section 92 preparation times and peer review times are high. 

(v) The Bayswater consent was effectively an extension of an existing consent 
that was processed for less than $5,000 in 2014.  

(vi) The time of the specialist input charges. 

A response to the matters raised in the objection are summarised in my various emails 
provided with Attachment B.  As part of my cost review I have liaised with council’s 
specialist peer reviewer and two of the reporting planners.  I have not meet with the objector. 
Following my review, a settlement offer, and subsequent counteroffer were provided. As 
these were on a without prejudice basis, the specific offers have been redacted from the 
correspondence.  

3. Application and invoicing history 
The application and AEE for Pine Harbour Marina are provided as Attachment C. Those 
lodged for the Hobsonville and Bayswater marinas are similar in approach and content.   

The applications were invoiced separately following the release of separate decisions on 
each application. The dates and times of the individual tasks undertaken by council’s 
reporting team that have been charged to the applicant are detailed in the invoices and 
charge sheets provided within Attachment D.  

A summary of the invoices is; 

Application Total cost  owing Comment  

Pine Harbour 

CST 60337797 

$21,668.38 $17,668.38 • Includes $1,233.38 duty 
commissioner covering the three 
decisions  

Bayswater  

CST 60337798 

$ 9,815.86 $ 5,815.86 • Subject to 3% late processing 
discount ($303.64) 

Hobsonville 

CST 60337799 

$21,025.50 $17,025.50 • No standard administration, 
document or monitoring fee 
charged 

 _________ 

$52,509.74 

_________ 

$40,509.74 
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4. Statutory context 
Section 36 of the RMA entitles the council to fix charges to recover costs of processing a 
resource consent application and additional charges where the fixed charge is inadequate: 

36 (1) A local authority may from time to time fix charges of all or any of the following kinds: 
 
… 
 
(b) Charges payable by applicants for resource consents, for the carrying out by the local 

authority of any 1 or more of] its functions in relation to the receiving, processing, and 
granting of resource consents: 

 
(c)  charges payable by holders of resource consents, for the carrying out by the local 

authority of its functions in relation to the administration, monitoring, and supervision 
of resource consents .., and for the carrying out of its resource management functions 
under section 35: 

 
Section 36 (5) to (7) covers those situations that where the fixed charge is inadequate and 
entitles the council to fix additional charges in order recover its actual and reasonable costs. 
These relevant sections states; 

Additional charges 

36   (5)     Except where regulations are made under section 360F, if a charge fixed under this section 
is, in any particular case, inadequate to enable a local authority to recover its actual and 
reasonable costs in respect of the matter concerned, the local authority may require the 
person who is liable to pay the charge to also pay an additional charge to the local 
authority. 

 
      (6)      A local authority must, on request by any person liable to pay a charge under this section, 

provide an estimate of any additional charge likely to be imposed under subsection (5). 
 
      (7)    Sections 357B to 358 (which deal with rights of objection and appeal against certain 

decisions) apply in respect of the requirement by a local authority to pay an additional 
charge under subsection (5). 

 
 
Further to the above Section 36AAA sets out the matters that the council must have regard to 
when fixing charges. This applies to both a fixed charge set in advance, such as a deposit 
covered by the council’s schedule of fees and charges, and any additional charge.  

‘Section 36AAA Criteria for fixing administrative charges’ states; 

36AAA  (1) When fixing charges under section 36, a local authority must have regard to the criteria set 
out in this section. 

 
       (2) The sole purpose of a charge is to recover the reasonable costs incurred by the local 

authority in respect of the activity to which the charge relates.  
 
      (3)  A particular person or particular persons should be required to pay a charge only— 
 

(a) to the extent that the benefit of the local authority’s actions to which the charge relates 
is obtained by those persons as distinct from the community of the local authority as a 
whole; or 

 
(b) where the need for the local authority’s actions to which the charge relates results from 

the actions of those persons 
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‘Section 36AAB Other matters relating to administrative charges’ states;  

 36AAB (1)  A local authority may, in any particular case and in its absolute discretion, remit the whole 
or any part of any charge of a kind referred to in section 36 that would otherwise be 
payable. 

 
 
 

Section 357B of the RMA provides applicants with the right to object to an additional charge: 

357B There is a right of objection,— 
 

(a) for a person required by a local authority to pay an additional charge under section 
36(5) … to the local authority in respect of that requirement: 

 
Section 357D of the RMA sets out the range of actions the council may take when considering 
an objection to additional charges: 

357D (1) The person or body to which an objection is made under sections 357 to 357B may— 
 

(a) dismiss the objection; or 
 
(b) uphold the objection in whole or in part; or 
 
(c) in the case of an objection under section 357B(a), as it relates to an additional charge 

under section 36(5), remit the whole or any part of the additional charge over which 
the objection was made. 

 
NB: The provisions of Section 36 were amended on 9 April 2017 by section 20(1) and 20(3) 
of the Resource Legislation Amendment Act 2017.  The amended provisions noted above 
are relevant to this objection. In brief the relevant Section 36 provisions have not changed 
but were repackaged into different sections. 

    

5. Analysis 
In Hill Country Corporation v Hastings District Council1, the High Court confirmed the section 36 
process that a council should follow as comprising several steps. 

Using steps can be used to analyse any deficiencies in the council’s actions to which the 
charges relate. The steps are; 

i. What are its actual costs incurred in relation to the activity (including costs charged to it 
by external consultants)? 

ii. Are those costs reasonable in relation to the activity, that is, do they meet the section 
36(4)(a) threshold?  

iii. Are those costs satisfied by the fixed charge? 

iv. If not, what “additional charge” should be levied to recover the balance of the actual and 
reasonable costs? 

The total processing cost was $52,509.74. Acknowledging the $12,00.00 deposit, a 
balance of $40,509.74 inclusive of GST remains to be paid.  

 
 
1 Hill Country Corporation v Hastings District Council [2010] NZRMA 539 (HC). 
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In Barton v Wellington Regional Council2, the Environment Court described “reasonable” to 
be a genuine and intelligent assessment and subsequent decision on the resources required 
to deal with the issue at hand3. 

The work and times of council’s reporting planners, coastal specialist and peer reviewers 
were resources required to assess the resource consent applications.  

Given the scope of the proposal and the issues involved, these resources in terms of the 
work and time taken were, in my opinion, reasonably required. The time spent by each staff 
member can be found in the timesheets and invoices (Attachment D).  Further I have 
analysed the particular issues raised by the objector and explained these costs within my 
email responses. I will not repeat those here however in summary my considerations are; 

(1) Allocating the applications that allowed the opportunity for separate reporting 
planners to process coastal consents, still involved co-ordinating combined meetings, 
the division of tasks and a single specialist report. These were all reasonable and 
typical means of processing such applications and therefore the charges associated 
with these tasks are not unreasonable. That said, as offered in my correspondence, 
removing 30 hours of the planners’ reporting times would fully address the argued 
assessment and report duplication or any learning component. 

(2) The published planner hourly rates are set through a public process and are beyond 
the scope of an objection process.    

(3) The specialist assessment, meeting and reporting times are divided equally between 
the consents and are justifiable and reasonable. 

(4) The review costs by the engineer and parks officer were justifiable and generally quite 
minimal. 

(5) Where charged, the time associated with dealing with legal matters and third parties 
raising concerns over the proposed exclusive occupation were actions directly related 
to the applications being processed. The applicant was the sole beneficiary of the 
consent processing and not the council or third parties. In particular, the necessarily 
comprehensive notification reporting in part sought to ensure that the assessments 
were robust and beyond challenge. I consider it realistic that an applicant accepts the 
reasonableness of this approach when seeking applications to proceed without 
notice. 

(6) That 50 minutes recorded as administration and charged at $192.00 and $195.00 
(most likely by the Pine harbour senior planner) could be removed if there was doubt 
from the task description that it may have been undertaken by one of the 
administrators.  

The planners’ s95 notification reports and decision recommendation reports with conditions 
comprise, 24 pages (Pine harbour) 24 pages (Bayswater) and 23 pages (Hobsonville). For 
the type of application and matters needing to be addressed, these lengths reflect what is 
quite standard and the different planning history and environments of the three marinas. 
While comprehensive, these reports are not an over assessment or duplication and evidence 

 
 
2 Barton v Wellington Regional Council [2004] NZRMA 337 (EnvC). 
3 Ibid para 18. 
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the times and costs that the reporting planners needed to expend in undertaking these 
statutory processes. The resultant overall processing costs charged are not unusual for 
applications that raised issues with elected members and a marina users group and in many 
ways reflected the unusual nature of the applications sought.  

The planner reports are provided in Attachment E and the Coastal Specialist report as 
Attachment F. 

Regarding the current case law approach, I consider that the officer hours under objection are 
solely attributed to the applications lodged and as occasioned by the applicant. The council 
cannot refuse to process an application that is accompanied by sufficient information and the 
appropriate deposit paid. The extent of the benefit of the council’s actions in processing the 
applications fall solely to the applicant as there was no public gain to the wider community.  The 
council’s process and reporting response equates to the level of information and matters that 
needed to be addressed.   

Overall discretion  

The Hill Country approach acknowledges the ‘user pay’ approach to consent processing and 
where the criteria of (now section 36AAA) are met and costs invoiced found to be reasonable, 
then there would typically be no reason for the Section 36AAB(1) absolute discretion to be 
exercised.  My review considered that the costs invoiced by the individual planners are 
reasonable however acknowledged that on a combined approach the reporting component 
could be reduced as part of an offer to settle the objections.  

A 2017 High Court decision Porirua v Ellis infers that it is fair that charges are given a wider 
consideration as to whether or not they are found to be actual and reasonable under the 
consideration of Sections 36 of the Act. The objector questions the overall costs compared to 
what they perceive as a similar application lodged in 2014, failing to acknowledge the 
considerable change in the planning framework through the introduction of the AUP(OP). 
Further the objection notes that $52,509.74 reflects “being charged three times what we should 
be” “a three times learning process at our expense” and being “a grossly inefficient way to deal 
with the same applications”.   

The Ellis case considered whether the overall costs were out of the ordinary or disproportionate 
to the scale and benefit to the applicant as derived from the consents. I do not find that to be the 
situation assuming the marina assets of the applicant company.  

The planners’ case management and reporting times are not surprising for processing otherwise 
untypical types of applications.    

6. Conclusion 
The actual times spent on the assessments of these applications, to address matters as they 
arose are reasonable. Given the nature of the sites, the proposals and the events that 
transpired, I find across the three consents that the $40,509.74 additional times and cost as 
fixed as being true and reasonable. 

There is always an argument that the processing could have been more efficient, require less 
planners, specialist reporting, case management and should not be above the applicant’s own 
planner’s costs. However, given an overall judgement as to whether the actions of council staff 
and consultants and subsequent costs were reasonable, I believe these to be so. Staff have 
remained focussed solely on the councils’ statutory audit and reporting role. 
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If the commissioners were to consider that some leniency should be provided regarding 
council’s overall discretion, that may be focused towards parts of the reporting associated with 
the Hobsonville and Pine Harbour applications. However, any combined reduction in this regard 
I consider should still be quite minor as the reports themselves are not unreasonable and 
involved separate reporting on separate applications. My recommendation reflects that 
approach.       

7. Recommendation
That, subject to evidence presented at the hearing, pursuant to section 357D of the Resource 
Management Act 1991, the independent commissioners uphold in part the objection by David 
Hollingsworth (Empire Capital Limited) to the resource consent application processing costs for 
applications CST 60337797, CST 60337798 and CST 60337799 at Pine Harbour Marina, 
Bayswater Marina and Hobsonville Marina respectively. The overall costs are reduced by 
$5,850 being the equivalent of 30 hours of planner reporting time and leaving an overall balance 
of $34,659.74 to pay. The reasons for this decision are: 

• Council’s reporting planners’ costs were an appropriate application of resources to deal
with the three applications given the issues that were identified.

• Council sought to limit overall costs through combined meetings and division of tasks
such as a single section 92 and dealing with public queries. The specialist reporting
covered the factual requirement of the application to the depth required

• All elements of the processing directly relate to actions occasioned by the applicant.
They are found to be solely for the benefit of the applicant and not the wider community.

• While the costs associated with separate reporting on separate application is reasonable
some overall consideration has been provided in terms of the reporting times for the
Pine Harbour and Hobsonville applications.

• The costs otherwise are not out of the ordinary or disproportionate relative to the benefit
derived from the consents obtained. When charging these additional fixed costs, there
are no other reasons as to why the council should consider the use of its overall
discretion under section 36AAB(1) of the Act.

Notices of objection 

Correspondence on the objections  

Application and AEE Pine Harbour 

Council’s invoices and timesheets 

Council’s s95 and s104 reports and decisions. 

Coastal Specialist report 

Attachments 

Attachment A 

Attachment B 

Attachment C 

Attachment D 

Attachment E 

Attachment F 

Attachment G Links to the High Court decisions Hill Country Corporation v Hastings 
District Council and Porirua City v Ellis; and Environment Court decision 
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Barton v Wellington Regional Council to be separately sent to objector and 
commissioners prior to the hearing  

Report prepared by:  5 
February 2020 

  Robert Andrews - Principal Specialist Planner 

Report reviewed by: 12 February 2020 

James Dowding – Manager Resource 
Consents -South 
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